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ABSTRACT
[Confidential]
The further dev elopment -of the long-range search
program consisted of the design and construction of a 5-kc
sonar systemn and its employment as a researh-tool in
sonar studies. The .ransducer, a multielement ai ray, was
housed in a tower] |od. The towlng and electronics-ystems vehicle is a converted ILM.
The studies showed that there are three necessary
elements in sonar detection: the existence of an acoustic
path, a sonar system to exploit the path, and a reliable
vehicle to transpol t the sonar to the path. The importance
of the limitations 5mposed by weather, sea state, and area
accessibility upon the third factor have not been sufficiently
stres!!L.
A major par't of the research effort was expended in
improving the towing system and in building up the body of
knowledge required to design and build a workable and consistently reliable cable. The placement of conductors
within the cable, with the small-gage, annealed conductors
in the center, was found to be important in extending the
electrical operating life of the cable.
The oceanographic and sonar detection data obtained
are not iacoasistent with p ;olr hypotheses. 2vho rangi,,,
in the absence of a surface duct was not improved by the
lowered frequency.
PRO3BLEM STATUS
This is a final rerort on this problem, which has been
closed as of April 4, 1958
AUTHORIZATION
NRL Problem S05-12
Projects NE 051-800-5 and NE 051-600
BuShips Nos. S-1619 and S-1674
Manuscript submitted May 27, 1958
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CHAPTER!

'

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS
BACYGROUND
In the past few decades, the balance between submarine and antisubmarine warfare
has been uneasily maintained, and at the .Iose of World War ft the -submarine appeared to
have the upper hand. Advances in submarine performance already achieved by the
Germans became known at that time. S,..bsequently. the potential effectiveness of longrange subsurface weapons was recognized. Because of these two developments and anticipated further improvements In both submarine and weapon, and in order to curb a
recurrent surge of unbalance in favor of the submarine, attention was focused by 1948 on
countermeasures, with emphasis on detection at long range. Ut line with this purpose,
the long-range-search program was instituted at the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory.
This Is a continuing program at NRL for studying the !ong-range-search ponsibilities
offered by active sonar.
Sound is propagated under water far better than miy other form of energy; because of
this fact, its application to lonr-eange detection was studied by an ONR committee in 194B.
A report prepared by that committee (I) showed a possibility of exploiting favorable acoustic paths when they exrnt to achieve substantial increases in detection range. In an effort
to exploit this possibility to the fullest, the long-range-search program was instituted at
NRL. In this program, the effectiveness of the sonar was to be enhanced by using low
frequency, high power, a large transducer, and improved signal -processing devaen. Coi, vntional limitations of weight and space were to be bypassed (2).
The Initial frequency used was chosen to be 10 kc, because this was the lowest frequency at which conventional transducer types could deliver high p Wer. However, since
at the start of the problem it was known that future research at 5 kc was being planned,
research on 5-kc donars was instituted. The firnt phase of the program was centered
about a 10-ke equipment, designated LRS 1-10 (tMf. 3). The next phase of the program,
the presently described one, is concentrated on a 5 -kc gear, known as LRS 2-5. A program is underway for a l-kc equipment, the LRS 3-1. In addition, considerable work has
been done on a 2-kc dipped sonar for blimps and helicopters. Here the interesting interplay of elements in research come to the fore. iUarlieat analysis Indicated some advanUtaWstoa 5-kc sonar (Fig. 1). Because of construction, design, and other practical cona iderations, the 5-kc researth was deferred to the second step, and 10 kc was taken up
first. However. during the LRS 1-10 phase, moro specific information was obtained on
acoustic losses in ducts. These new data gave rise to a different prediction of the advantages of S kc over 10 ke and made the 1-kt device appear even more desirable.
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CONDUCT OF PROGRAM PRIOR TO
5-KC PHASE
Th,' program objectives were approached by a three-otep procedure. First, an analysis zus made of the probable ranges which could be obtained with feasible equipments,
disregarding conventional limitations of weight and space. The analysis was followed by
a statement of the research problems to be studied with the projected equipment. Second,
the feazibility of such an equipment was demonstrated by building an experimental sonar
embodying the ideas of the above analysis. And third, further information about the factors which control echo ranges was obtained by means of the experimental system.
The LRS 1-10 obtained echoes from submarines at satisfactorily long ranges in
2urface-bounded ducts (Fig. 2, see Fig. 28 of Ref. 3). Reverberation did not limit echo
.:-,igeb to the degree which was anticipated. In general, the results obtained with the
10.-kc gear warranted ptoceediag to still lower frequency and experimenting with installations which incorporated lessons learned in the prior part of the program. During the
LRS 2-5 phase, ideas heretofore not tested were to be tried out; the principal concern for
feasibility was with the design and test of a 5-kc sonar and with the problems associated
with towed sonar. On the research side, it was concerned with studying Propagatton at
5 kc anti conducting further research into various sonar problems whieh the new equipment
made eiqpertmen•tally possible.
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Fig. I - Dependence of echo exceve and range on frequrency.
AU paramneters except frequency kept constant.
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PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
The preliminarv analysis followed tihe .;ame general pattern as Ih, anal, -;,s pre.s-1h'd
in Ref. 3. The subjeets vot.s.iclred were the lower f!tv.JU(ency. ah',stif" paths, equipnilvill
and range estimales. The estimated ranges ar, those. It I., obhitaedIa
5 kc with the designed equipment employing the several acoustic paths. The details of
this preliminary analysis are given in Appendix A.

"characteristirs,

5-KC PLANS
The program was planned to include studies of transmission over paths which were
not successfully exploited in the LRS 1-10 program, namely, reflection via the bottoir and
propagation via the srkip path. In surface-bounded ducts. informultion iF desired on the
relationship bet-;men the structure of the duct., the magnitude of t'.k leakage coefficient,
and the frequency dependence of the leakage coefficient. Reverberation was to be studied
generaly.
A different vehicle and pladform were to be used i. this phase of the program than In
the LRS 1-10 phase. The sonar was to be towed from a landing-type surface ship.
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CHAPTER II
EQUIPMENT
INTRODUCTION
The previous chapter described the objectives of the long-range-search program, the
accomplishments of the IRS 1-10, and the reasons for building the 5-kc system. In this
chapter, the LFES 2-5 system will be described. Complete engineering details of the sonar
system are given in a report devoted entirely to the LRS 2-5 equipment (4). The present
report containri details only of parts of the system not described in Ref. 4
It appear-d feasible to build a sonar with the following characteristics (Appendix A):
I

=

136 db vs I pbar

A = 24 db
6 a +18 db
T =20 db
+N = -30 db vs I pbar in a 1-cycle band
This would give the system an echo excess E, (Appendix A), along the axis of the
transducer at 1 yard from th,!.face, of 192 db relative to 1 dyne/sq cm. The equipment
paxt of the program is thus a project to design and build a system which satisfies the
above E, and to learn how to handl it.
INNOVATIONS
In building a system with the characteristics listed above, several changes from the
10-kc gear were required. For many reasons, it was not sufficient merely to change the
frequency and make a few minor alterations; a completely new design was required. The
design which resulted in the LRS 2-5 equipment differed from that of the LRS 1-10 in the
following components:
1. transducers
2. vehicle

4. equipment layout
•4

5. employment of rotatiig machinery as
the transmitting powrr source.

"Thetransducers of the IRS 2-5 gear were considerably larger than those of the
LRS 1-10, which resulted in about equal directivity Indices. In the LU 1-10, the active
elements were ADP crystals- In the LR 2 -5, they wer- eiiher magnetoetrietve nickel
4
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rings or lead-barium titanate ceramic tubes. The AD1- crystal plates used in the 10-kc
trarnsducers were as large as the commercial growers supplied. It was not considered
feasible or economical to grow larger ADP c :Rtals for resonance at 5 kc, and so new
element designs were required (5,6).
In selecting ways of housinag the tra',ducer, it wasnecessary to take into account
both the vehicle to carry the sonar and the methods of handling it aboard that vehicle. Consideratiz;.:;
•
vv&,,e tvm hlv tfie transducet from a surface ship wcrc
1.

size of the transducer

2.

serious questions of servicing a large
hull-mounted transducer with available
drydocking facilities

3.

the fact that successful experience had
already been gained on submarineinstalled gear, which suggested experimenting with an alternate tvye of vehicle.

The fdecision was made to employ a landihg-tvpc vussel as the vehicle ana to tIulld a center
well through which the transducer and housing could be hoisted and towed.
With the assignment of the [SM ;is the vehicle, a towing system was devlhp,.d. Oril'I
nialy a tandem-tow-r-able assembly which consisted -if a lhad- hearing wiry rupe and .in

electrical cable was used (7). -this assembly wa: _:persded !v an elýitrical cable
encased in a load-iearing steel-wire armn.,- as a sing)e i.ssenil.iv.
Ainotther innovation wai a o mplete duplicaltth of the vlec'trical tistallation. hoc'iti
on opposite sides of ttw ship. Because ii this dual arrangewneiit a tenmpriarv itistallatil
could ihu made on one side without disturbing the halatice, saftyv, or iirderlincss tif the
,ither. In addition, if some nmisha-. rendered equttipment inoplnrativa on Pithri side, ai,
exact duplicate was inimediat,-1v available. Tihe high power rapabtilit I of1sthe traisni.cis
called for novel and mort. powerful energy sour'es for tte dt-kvers than had pre(viousiv
been employed. To attain this goal, two novel electrical rotatin.g machinery sysvenms we i',
used; the 5-k" diesel driver (8) was developed f.. this :,ystem, and a miotor-generathr s-t
used in conjunc'ion with a conventional electropit driver, a system employed brieily in
the LRS 1-10.
THE SYSTEM
The system consisted of elements which wece described in detail in Ref. 4.
elements can be grouped into six classes.
1. exterior components
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Transducers
Towed body
Tilt-train mecl•miusm

Handling mechanism
Cable
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2. Transmission components
3. Reception components
a, Reeelvers
b. Dinplays
4. Pogram control
6, rese-erch auxiliaries
a. Montitorg
b, Data-recording system•
0.

Transient equipment

The system was installed co ISM-398.* Figure 3, taken from Ref. 7, shows the
location of the center well, the transducer. and fish streaming, It aliz =hows the location
of the sonar spaces. Figure 4, taken fro. Rel. 4, is a block diagram tif the system.
Detils of construction of all the units of the system are contained in the NRL Maintenance
Manual for the 5-kc eq'aipment. t
SPECIAL. SIGNAL- PROCESSING DEVICES
A sonar i4ignal .-processing device used in this program but not described in Ref. 4 is
known as the Narrow-Band Selective-Time-Delay System (NB-STDS) and was developed
!or operation with the LRS 2-5 equipment. The techniques employed in this system -afe
similar to those used in the Selective Time-Delay System operated successfully at 10 kc
(Ref. 9). The NB-STDS consists of a signal source which generates a train of equally
spaced, frequency-coded pulses which are amplified and applied to the transducer tc form
a multiple-pulse ping, and a sperial receiver and display unit for processing the return
f'oni the ping.
The outgoing ping consists of eight 300-millisecond pulses, transmitted at the rate
of one per second. Each pulse in 'he train is transmitted at a frequency 7 cps lower than
the preceding one. Own-doppler compensation is applied to insure that the center of the
desired frequency band Is present in the water.
Returning signals and noise are amplified in a variable-gain amplifier coatrolled by
a modified TVG function. This function could be manually adjusted to give aU approximate
fit to any of a variety of reverberation conditions. The signals ar. then 4.tplied to an
array of contiguous narrow-band filters, each having a bandwidth of 7 cps. The outputs
of the individual filters in the array are detected, and the resulting envelopes are displayed on adjacent channels of a special multipen chemical recorder. The pens are displaced along the time-base formed by the moving recorder paper so that echoes appeared
as regular horizontal patterns in a random background.
*'rb.

4ftiinca

te-*,t1n ts now EAG-398.

this sanur I* antirtly vexperinmental and asiv ome mxists, the maimnsatice m~neal
his not been distribl-td, hluwsver, if more interest exists for further particulars of tbe
designs thAn given here, they anTy e obtained fron this Laboratory.
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The techniques employed in the NB-SThS include two significant departures from those
employed in the earlier 10-kc device. The use of very narrow filters not only yields an
improved signal-to-noise ratio by reducing the noise energy accepted in any given char.nel
but also provides quantltative doppler information to aid in classifying &id tracking submerged targets. the use of a new multflingered stylus in the display reLorder greatly
increases the number of Just-noticeable differences which can be discriminated visually(10).
Under optimum conditions, intensity differences of 0. 5 db or less can be observed.
The NB=STDS wa= developed apeclflicaly for use with the LRS 2-5 sonar system. As
such, it does not represent an operational device. To reduce the complexity of this experimental signal-processi.tg equipment, only 12 filters were incorporated in the tlter array.
It was assumed that field operations would be conducted with controlled targets and that
the Approximate range rate would be known. Thus, using heterodyne techniques, the
filter array could be adjusted on the basis of a priori information to permit 'targetacquisition" studies with simple equipment regardless of range r,&te. Without such an
arrangement, an a:riy of more than 30 filters would be required, with attendent acditional
complexity of display techniques.
The sonar system, including the transducer, electronics, vehicle, and special devices,
was thus devised. It became available for research In equipment desigui and, should that
prove satisfactory, for research in acoustic oceanography.
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CHAPTER It

OPERATIONS AND DATA
UI"ODUCTONT.e pr•ee•dn
apters doacritbd the analysis which predicted that long detection
ranges appeared attainable by active sonar and described briefly the success obtained with

one nia•ul, the LR8 1-10. There followed a description of the equipment used In a second
model, L•S 2-5. The present chapter describes the program of operations, the development of a cable suitable for the towing system, and the acoustic and oceanographic data
which were oatained with the equipment.
The data obta.ied with the LRS 2-5 equipment were taken to provide udditional information about the factors which control the detection ranges and to supplement the data
obtained with the LBS 1-1O sonar. During the conduct of the tests, however, it was found
that the sonar platform and vehicle were among the liniting 4.actors in the system beh*avior
and tnu3 in the sonar performance. Therefore, a discussitv, of the platform is included,
together with a description of the experimentation associated with it.
The data obtained are limited in number but are considered reliable. Even though
data are few, they may be useful to other workers in the field for comparison with other
observatinns.
PROGRAM OF OPEP.%TIONS
Shipyard planning for the LRS 2-11 shipboard installation on the USS LSM-398 commenced in August 1953 at the Norfolk Naval Shipyard.
The ship's modification as contemplated required the installation of a well 30 ft long
and 12 ft wide on the centerline, about 50 ft from the bow. Two well covers, to keep the
opening normally closed, can be opened by rolling fore and/or aft on rails mounted on the
main deck. A platform constructed above !h- wall provided 3upport for an electricalcable winch and a towing winch to launch and retrieve the towed body. Compartmentation
was provided by covering the main deck partially at the superstructure deck level and
dividing the enclosed space with suitable bulkheads.
Trials at sea early in April 1954 revealed design deficiencies in the towed-body
handling gear which would require rather extensive modification to provide the strength
and torque required to control safely a IS-ton body at sea. qin',e p,-• for changtei to
structure wd machinery were estimated to require about a month, the ship was brought
to NRL for installation 4f as much of the electronics portion of the mystem as time would
allow.

4,

The ship returned to the Norfolk Yard around the middle of May. The design and
,++shop
v
ckrequired were considerably greater than had been originally estimated, xad the
improved handling system was not ready for Its second sea trials until August 16, 1954.

10
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Launching and retrieving exercises in Bea states up to iive and or various headings
with relation to the direction of the sea showed that surging of Zhe water in the well
pivesented a hazardous situation from both ship and equipment starvopoints. However, it
was found that steaming downwind at a speed about equal !o that of the wave advance gave
c;alm enough water in the well for opiratlon up to sea state four.
After successful launching techniques had been ach'eved, the problem of coupling two
cables (the towing and the electrical cables) and streaiith., them Into and,.t nf the stea withuut damage to either was undertaken. The tandem -towline technique was the fIirt method
employed, and many of the problems associated with this technique were solved. However. due to difficulties in handiing the electrical cable, the tandem towline was succeeded
by a single electrical tow cable.
Field tests were begun on Febrvary 14. 1955 and continued until November 30. 1955.
A total of 517 operating hours were executed by the LSM-398, of which 202 hours (in 33
days) were in conjunction with suhmarine targets. A summary of these operations is
given in Tablc 1. Operations wfre carried out under various water-temperature conditions, sea states, and water ý.iepths.
The first period of operation was largely concerned with checkout of the electronic
equipment. The second period was employed in determing the characteristics of the NRL
XM-1A transducer (5). a magnetostrictive transduccr. In the third p'i-iod, the shakedown
of the system was completed, and the AT-258 transduker (6). a barium titanite transducer, was installed as a replacement n. the XM-IA awd tesi.-d Juring June.
False-target identification work was undertakeni in, August, including echoes fronm
reis or submerged hills. These investigations were conducted in 200 to 500 fathom water
southwest of Bahama I.sland. Operations irn midsutmmter in the waters between t1h Vtigiu•ta
Capes and Bermuda consistently showec' that whel a sharp negative gradient (5 deg,'I|0 ft)
approached the surface, echo rangLs were cut to 1500 yd or Iess. Operations in Sep'enilber
were t'onducted iil Bermuda waters for ten days nmiedi;LtelV after the passage od
Hurricane lone. This disturbance mixed the surface waters to such an ext:l thtOwIsfthermal layers from 240 ft at the start to 170 It at the end of the period existed. Ftcho
rangin-g on a submarine with such laver (onidittons was consistently bettter than during tht-

midsummer operation. Attempts at ship-distance echo-ranging were roade ot two orvasions when the layer temperatures were 83' and 79"F and the water depths wert. approxirnately 2600 and 2000 fathoms respectively, "ithodt success,
The four remaining periods of operation at sea were used tol olbain further propagation and classification data and in testing special systems of pulse transmission. Sea
trials were terminated on November 30, 1955.

"11tE TOWING

SYSTEM AS A SONAR PLA'rlF'ORM

The combination of the IBM as a research vehicle and the center-well towed equipment as a research tool provided NRL with a new experience in sonar platformse. The
towed sonar equipment of the LRS 2-5 system was designtd primarily as a convenient
and ecnonmical means of placing the transducer !n :he water. The details of this system
are given in Ref. 4, and a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of this arrangement is presented in Chapter II of this report.
In the L'-M installation, where weight and size of the towed equipment were of minor
importance, the major difficulty was encountered with the towline. Low-drag, stable,
CONPIDENr.IAL
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"Table

I
Program of Operations
1Dat,

n

23 -21 Feb

32

71 . l)1a1

36

14 16 Mar

24

Targets

i

IS

Va. Capes

emesr

Transponder calibration
Sonar ranging - Beanrig

.1i
54

Range (Kydci

Va. Capes

Equipment calibration - Bea
Patterns - Noise measurements
Ships machinery noi

~~~ments

Area
Va. Capes

Of opportunit.y

StiR~edowii

-

4

4 - 7 Apr
11 - 26 Apr

j

Types of Operation

Vs. Capes
Puert Ricu

Transp.rndera

32

resolution

14 - 16 June

22

20-13 June

26:

2
26

5

53

53

14 July

2 - 4 Aug

22

V0 - 22 Aug

22

26 - 31 Aug

20

Noise measurements - AT-28

28

-

Submarine

Echo ranging

USS GRAMPUSi Bermuda

Propagatlwi - Rebolutiun

USS BURFI' , ! Va. Capes
Transpor.der

S9I Resolution . Ciassification

Tranxsponders.

58

58

I Va. Capes

SSI Resolution - Classificatio

Of opportunity Bahamas
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vibration-free, long-enduring lines are hard to comne by, particularly when they art,
required to operate at ship speeds of 20 knots and above. The low maximum speed ut
the ISM, 12 knots, along with the weight of the towed body (20, 000 pounds in) wati'rl. nmade
unimportant the low drag requirement. Drag, stability, and vibration of a towline carl be
controlled by a well-designed~ fairing. but with drag not a factor, 3I was decidied to try
the tandem towline, with which some measure ofI success was hadA whien used w%~-,fMmaller
sized equipments. The tandem line effectively ucontrols stabilityt and vibratils-, but it's
drag is approximately as great as that of a single round cattle.
The development of the tandem litle was Instigated by the work dune tly DYIMB (IlI ont
rigid pipes in tandem, tit An investigation relating to submarine perisco~pe -vibrativens. tv;k
initial studies on such towlines by NRL is reported in Refs. 12 and 13. The tandem litne
used on the LSM-398 for the work on the LRS 2-5 suit r consisted of a leaiding line, stanid
ard 1-1/2-itr. -diamneter wire rope, followed by a rxibibt-r.-e-icred electirc.! "~able of the
same diameter, separated one diameter by steel clipis; (he c1JIns "-ere spa~ct- eviery two
feet along the length of the cattle. It appeared that the tandem totwline woald be air economtical substitult for the faired towlinte, insofar as stability and vibrationt arc concernied.
No success was had with the tandem towline tit this program. 1. is believed that this
was not due to a failure of the basic idea but rather it) the way the tow line was employed.
Many difficulties were encountered; among them were ,too.,iiitg ii ithe ci-ps ats the itiwlioit
passed over the sheaves, the clip-tuni-lip handling procedure (the electrii*cvable atil i-lip
were reeled under slight tension ott a separate drum from the ivirt- roiw., agatin tIo ii,-Cat
crushing loads onith cli(vps), and fragility of the cuib~e c-io-nred eliritri -cable i-xpiscWitth t he ,-xpi' c
vioi-t;
tio the mechainical hazards (if reelinug (over sheavvs nidtcpast rod, r,s.
irw o~i',
i-it
onoiinllani t
work ii actoust ic,,a in a state oif jeoparcdy bei-ausie oit these difit tii' tt,
delays for repairs, a new towlitie was adopted. Thjo sctostiltite was a, sireciat li~r
I ci,l
p ittwn
tow cable whivih vosi~sted (,I a plast ic -shraltibed murLtt ,nduit ir i-aticlisurrounded boytwo itnnitsiteiy wound lavers of 9AI~lviii7VH iniprvt-d liliw o ten w; ris
i c ; t.1k Ili.: it iAt
(strength pi~rtior.), making a total diatacci ii,(About tat ills Ill
lated breaking s,.rcngth of 235, 0003 pounds,. rbc- usc .,I
aut,.
cable, whyti, ii, AlI. uite tI
itli t [I., t
-I
v n-asuires I 'iiig !_1o-!ccii r-ie
sratretn through the, wale-r withilbnit
vibration, is p( ret issitle i nil' bt-cause, 'it t he slow speed iii Ill,- titwing shIll
Do, dill
.gI
, aiii
tlie cattle is smiall at tow sipeeds whenl onlly 101 ft is Paid olnt and i he Vv;tV-1 'ittll,
anid. intire important, the weight of the towed boldy was Mull i uin lv tush tii wi\, .i Vtl
towing configutration.
The special electric tow liue was not a complete sutccess at first try. The viiiratliuu
of the cable under tow' caused a mechanical breakage o1 mnany otlithe sntial electric citl.
ductors located toward the periphery; however, none of the lairgrer coaxial t induc-tors.
located about the center, ever broke during cunmulative periouds of (owing totalintg several
hundreds of hours. A resdesign of the electric cable whic-h providet, for store flexible conlductors and locates the emnaller con~ductors toward the ct-nl-c ai the cable in expected toeliminate the bretakage when it is used on luaure sonar field t~stb. I Two other merhanbiAt
factors were Inttoduced to minimize conductor breakage due to cable vibration. Theste
were the precaution of changing towing depth a few feet every few hours to pre"-?rn exces sive working of a discrete portion of the cable at the tow ptoint, and ihe Incorporationu of .a
large-radius towing *horn. 'This horn was Installed on the carriage, replacink, the to-ning
sheave, This horn is an assembly of four plates, earn of a stogle plane of curvature sufficient to provide -wbending radius of four feet for toe cable in both the fore, aft, and athwart snip directionts. It eliminated the local high strains on the cable ciaused by the I larus:e% of
the towsing sheave.
*T`IJ

proved to be the case in suibsequent experiments tlwing a I -I'- ?-:otir.
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PROPAGAT'ON
A geners. dte&usston of propagation loss term Is given in Ref. 3, together with its
meaning and .netwds of measurement. The assump4.tons and analysis made in that report
are aspin employed. Newly aeqtired data, ;tubsequent to the publication of that report, do
not change those previous assumptions.
Duct Transmission
In experiments on trzmmissio-r. tL'ough surface-bounded ducts, '.here were both echoes
and one-way-transmlssi-in observations. In the one-way transwiss; arts, the observed
leakage was 1/2 db/lkyd un1r the followirg cndlttons: ea state 1, duct thickness of 200 it,
transducer depth 50 ft, and surface temper,.ture 784F. The value of 1/2 db.kyd for leakage was arrived at in the following way, Data were taken from a short range of 1000 yd
(one way) to 70,000 yd. A calibration level was established at range 1000 yd, and cyltndricai spreading was assumed between I a•nd 70 kyd; i.e., 10 log R between R -. I ind R v 70,
where R = range in kyd. The total loss between I kyd and 70 kyd was measured as 62 db;
of this loss, 18.5 db Is due to spreading (10 log 70) and 7.7 db to absorption (14). The
remaining loss, 35.8 db, is considered due to leakage out of the duct.
The numerical value for &L (leakage coeffichant) is somewhat lower than reported in
Ref. 15. Figure 5, taken from that report, shows the summary of earlier work on this
subject and is a plot of leakage coefficient as a functIlon of frequency over the interval I to
5 kc. Howevpr, a value of 0.5 'bAcyd checks closely with a formula presented in the SADD
retx-rt (16).
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Bottom Reflections
In Ref. 16, measuremento art- presented which show that the sound reflected -im, the
bottom had a beam pattern which wits much broader than the beam pattern of the incident
sound. Figure 6 (17) sumniarizes theme data.

+ 9.

-

Fig. 6 - Oner-a)
Pth

propaumion iou
U 'iBn

over a bottott-~reflected

A directional &.1-ausitter

On October 6, 1955, measurements were taken in 1500-fathom water off Norfolk at
latitu<_, 36"N and longitude 75'W, at a spot zelected for its uniformity - 4 r••.h One-way
propagton by way vf the bottom-reflected path was measured using a 5-ke ti...sdueer
(dh'ectivity tndex 24 dOb),Utlted down 20 deg; the range was closed from 37 kyd to 6 kyd.
In processing the data, the received level was !.ra!curreceAd fe- ditergznce -tn absorption losses and then scale plotted against range. '*xe resulting response curve peaked at
about 16 kyd, although It was expected from the geometr° ':. peak at 13 kyd.
In Fig. 0 is shown a plot of response vs range. Also, shown as a dashed line, is .
theoretical response curve which assumes specalar reflection. The received level is in
db referred ti an arbitrary reference level. This might be considered equivalent to an
Increase in vertical beam width and consequently a reduction in the direct•vtty Index. It
was estimated that this effect would reduce the intensity of one-way trattorlssions by
10 db, and of ech-of (2-way trummisons) by 20 db. Tht•ee data help explai, previous
bottmorafl~tratceti
data where one-way mmmeas ments with directional tvaat eers wive
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several de greater bottom loss than nondirectional sources. These differences were first
Interprotsd to mean that the bottom absorption losses varied widely; they are now Interpreted to mean that there was a diffusion of the energy in the directive beams, while such
diffusion was not possible in nondirective sources. The method of calculation is given in
Psf. 16. Ichulkin and Marsh (18), analyzed a large number of reflection data at several
frequencies. Figure 1, taken from that report, summarizes their data.
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Fig. 7 - Bottom loss as a functlon of grazing angle

In Ref. 19 are reported one-way transmissions via the bottom b.ztween 18 miles and
28.5 miles under the following c~uidatlons: surface temp.*rature 83F. tepnierature gradient
- I7V from surface to 250 It, water depth 2300 fathows, submarine at periscope depth,
transd.cer tilt zero degree, and transducer dlrectivity index -24 db. However, no numerteal valves of bottom reflections were obtained.
In addition, a few data were obtained off the coast of Charleston, Soutn Carolina.
Echoes from a submarine vta the bottom-reflected path were cobtati..d at n range '1! 18,000
yd in water 2700 fathoms deep and an isothermal layer of 100 it, Echoes via the bottomreflected path were obtained on a surface ship out to 24,000 yd, In shallow water (300 to
400 fathoms deep). In this last case, it is probable that there were more than one bottom
reflection and henve surface reflection and that the grazing angle was small. This being
so, the bottom-reflection losses could not have been very large. Multiple reflections from
the bottom in moderately shallow water consittute a potential acoustic path which could
yield long detection tanges.
Skip Paths
On the convergence zone stuay, there are a lfw observwtlons and considerabie theoreticl analysis of the probable occurrence of the couvergnc, zosnes, according to geographical loetionL Baome calculations of zonen of aoustic nonvergence in the AtlanutieOeas
were =a&and reported it Reo. 20. The report purports tz detirnmne the haratter of
the nortern AIstIh c Ocean with regard to ls leasibility as a modium for comoergene*one transmission of underwater sound. Utiialtg the gross but adequate bilina
•loM•YNTAL
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approximati- ,i to the actual velo..ity profile, convergence zones throughout the northern
Atlantic have been determined. Charts are given which divide the. ocean into areas where
this propagation path definitely exists, where It does not eK!st, and where It may or may
not exist. Approximately 50 percent of the northern Atlantic is available for convergencezone transmission Mt all times, and approximately 75 percent is available during the winter.
The parameters Involvtd in this calculation are the surface temperature To (or velocity Vo), the water depth Dw, the= minimjm acoustic velocity (or the water depth at which
the minimum acoustic velocity is rpachpd); and the valnettv gradltent !n the two layer•.
In addition, as *initial conditions," the angle .f inclination of the sound ray is required.
It turns out that at the depth D0 at which the sound velocity is equal to V0 . the direction of
the sound ray is equal to its initial inclination at the surface. Thus, at this dep" t the ray.
whose angle of inclination at the &a.-face was zero, could be considered to begin Its ascent
in the ocean. Rays with negative angles of inclination at the surface b-g6gn their ascent at
depths somewhat greater than Do. Thus in order for the raye not to be intercepted by the
bottom, and for convergence to occur, the water depth Dw must be greater than depth D0 .
Assumptions were made about the way the velocity of sound varies with piessure.
This is the determining factor in the velocity gradient in the lower layer. The Lonventional
value of the velocity-depth coefficient is 0.18 ft/sec per ft depth. In this report, the value
0.16 ft/sec per ft depth was used. This number was used in order to obtain calculated
range results consistent with observed convergence-zone ranges. The previ.e reauon bhr
the necessary departure from the numerical value of the velocity-pressure gradient hM0112
!n not obvious.
On several occasions, attemnpts were made to study convecgen•e in the Itill. On oiniv
one of these expeditions was this the primary problem ander consideration. Tht l'ocatom
for that work was north of Phuvto Rico in 4000 lathoms, and in such deep A•atcr thure w-ts
no question about the existen'c of the path. All other tripti involving convergence-zinc
s:udy as a subsidiary top'.( have not been fruitful. Some reasons for lack of success ar
the i,llowing:
1. extreme difficulty in locating. the zone
(navigational difficulty)
2. questionable power capabilities ard htabitity tv steer
the beam toward the target
3. weather conditions forcing the expeditions to be
curta Iled.
In more recent work, difficulties (l1 and (2)were eliminated largely at a it<.ult of the
experiencen here described.
TARGET STRENGTH
Target strength of the USS BURRFISH was measured on August 2, 1955 using the transponder method; tlhat is, the echo level. from the submarine's hull was compared with the
transponder signal of a known level. In general, there wzs little difference in th' measured
values from those reported earlier. Most data points were taken at beam aspect C0 deg),
and at 140 deS. The average of 140 echoes at beam aspect gave a value of 36 dh. The
average value of target strength at aspect 140 deg was 18 db for 70 echoes. Datr were taken
between the ranges 1100 yd and 3500 yd.
CONFIDENTIAL
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Other measu:ements on August 4 at the shorter range of 700 to 1000 yd gave similar
values for targot strength. As is usual, the values of tArget strength showed consaderae
fluctuation. Data points are concentratvd about th" *o-db value, with a few being as high
as 40 db and a few as low as 20 db.
BACKOROLND W}TERFERENCE
The nwanied mignals a"ainst which echoes must be identified are known as InterferIng background, background noise, Mre. Limited data on two components of the hackaround,
self-noise and reverberation, are here presented.
Spli-Notse
The self-notse in the LRS 2-5 transducer w•s measured in termis of the voltage induced
In the transducer, and it was interpreted in terms of the pressure in db/l pbar at I yd
from the face of the transducer. Since these measurements show that the self-noise is
not isotroplc, one cannot make the simplifying assumption that by reducing the observalions by the directtvity Index, one arrives at a true indication of the background noise.
Rather, the interfering noise was a function of relative bearing.
The besw cata were obtained on June 15, 1955, with thu AT-258 rr kinted on the LSM-398.
With engines securcd, sea state zero, and the transducer rigidly atlat ,-d to the carriage,
the self-nolse levels In a one-rycle band were as follows:
lkar;•

Noise Level (tConventionaii

000

-38.5 db-

: ý'C-28.5

db

roieLevel (Observed)
14.5 db
-4.5 db

Rieverberation
Combined surface and volume reverberation curves were obtained by pr' Cess5ig tape
recýurdlngs of reverberation by means of the "Digiter* described In Ref. 21. The recordings were dual-channel tapes with signal on one channel and the zero iice for the transnitted pulse on the other channel. The pulse length was 3t0n millise- and the repetition
rate three pulses per minute. The averaging process was done electronically by the
Diglter, which obtained an average value* over a 2-sec interval, by scanning each i:,terval
in a series ,f ten 200-millisec gates.
The Digiter obtains an Integral of the voltage during a 200-rn-!'sec intervaL It then
#kips 1800 •n'lllise. to faap the •00--milltsec gate of ,ho net! 2-sec interval and continues this procedure for the entire seqence of pulses. On tne second round, the Digiiei
zero time is displaced 200 mtllisec. and it then repeats the process. In ten seconds, the
entire sequence of reverberation rýturn is scanned.
The Diglter obtains a summation of the absolute values of the instantaneous signal
voltage during the gate periods. This summation is ztored as a charge on a condenser. At
the end of the gate the condenser Is discharged through a reitator down to an index voltae.
't•is dIschasre time, being lu.•Lithnlc, is used to gate a propely chcsen frequency
to a counter so tWit the stored count will equal the db level of the signai. A printer then
scans the counter and prints the number stored in the counter.
CONFIDENTIAL
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A printer prints a suitable number, one fc-i each 2-see interval. Thus for a 15-min
sample, 450 numbers are printed. Since the pulse duration is 20 sec, there are ten num6ers per ping. An observer manually sorts out the numbers for the :omparable interval
for each of the 45 pings, and an average value is obtained. This is taken as the *average*
for each 2-sec interval. These average values were plotted in Figs. 8, 9, and 10.
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i'rom Figi, 6, 9,and 10, one can see that the decay rate for the combined surfave and
volume reve
attons at 5 k.. is 9 decibels pe r distance doubled (db/dd). This value is
the same,, as ouserved at 10 kc (3). Some bottom reverberation was also in evide-ni-e.
,S1vecethe transducer was at zero tilt, the bmttom reverberation gtves an indication of the
ref•attion conditions.
lECOGNITION DIFFERHiTLALS
.
n Chapter 1 was made
An evaluation of the per!ormance of t•i Nfi-STDS
it, the laboratory. The NB-STDS ping generator was used as a signal source, and its output was added in known proportion to the Gaussian noise obtained from a random noise
generator. When the occurrence of the signals wap random, observers were consistently
Able to detect the signals when the level *-as 18 db oelow the rms level of A 1-kc band of
noise. A small data sample tndicates that 50-percent recognition occurs at about -20 db.

In the laboratory exptriment. each pulse in the signal train had the same amplitude.
It is known that stgnificant variations in amplitude are encountei ed in a train of sonar
vdh""es. The ability V, the eye to recou'iiae paitersji P.ýIrgcdt aa iO~eivc W del'ts at. reih'
using a display of the NO-STDS type even whon pulse-to-pulse fluctuations in the signal
cause discontinuities or "gaps* in the pattern. A quantitative de.ermination of the significance of this effect is diffle-alt to obtWali.
It was decided that nt'e most directly useful measure of performance. would be a
deteetlou-probabllity study using echoes from a submerged submarine and m.-king direct
comparisoft of the performance of observers using the NB-t"T1e with detection results
uotwined either simuitauroa.zly or sequenfitly with A-s•an and aural ltmhnique,. Tvesi3
•yd
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of this device were undertaken on field trips made in July ar.d November 1955. It was
planned that a number of excercises would be conducted to obtain the desired comparisons
under marginal echo conditions, to determine lost-contact' ranges for a variety of oceanographic conditions, and to evaluate the NB-STD6 as an aid to classifying and tracking
ý;ubmerged targets. Since no controlled target could be made available on either test,
quantitative data on recognition differentials could not be taken.

DETECTION OBSERVATIONS
In the course of this program, 47 detection observations were noted. Among them
were a number of transponder detections, several detections of reefs, 20 of submarines,
and 12 of surface ships. The detections are shown in Table 2. Only tht: abwaikxne targets
were controlled; the others were targets of opportunity.
Table 2
Tabulation of Detections to 20-kyd flange
Range(kyd) Submarinel Surface Ship All Contacts

1

6

0-5.0

6

0

5.1-10.0

3

5

8

10.1-15.0

5

1

6

15.1-20.0

4

l

5

Over 20

2

5

20

112

Total

7
32

The 32 observations are too few to draw conclusions as to the c-pabilities of the soinr
in ship detection. But 7 of the 32 contacts were at ranges in excess of 20,000 yd. These
are enough to show that equipment potential is not Inconsistent with earlier predictions.
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ChAPTER IV
RE-SULr'S ANID DISCUSSION
DETECTION ELEMENTn

As the long-range- sea rch p.:ogrAm advances, one car. present in order of priority
the important selements in notaining iOng detection ranifes TFhs'
factor which appears to
be most Impor~ant is a good acoustic path. 14ng detection ranges require the existence
and acquisition of a smitable path, for by now It Is obvious that without a path acoustic
equipment is of no avail. 'Me second element is a sonar capable of exploiting the path.
The parameters which are significant In nromotiniz the elf ictener c! a sonar in a patth have
been discussed earlier In the report. The third element Its the scý.zar vehicle and platform.
Once a path Is located and a suitable, sona~r Is available to exploit that pavir .,bten a sultai-e
vehicle and platform are required to transport the sonar to the locations of good anoustic
paths. The vehicle also must be ai~b- to operate efficiently at the desired 1ornecessary
speeds And to provide a reliable and efficient platform for sonar operation.
'The program showed that the means of conveying the sonar to the arcvostic 1path 't
be a serious proLZrn. The v'ehicle and platform are not to tte taken for grarted, Olt must~
he worked out for eact. case. The n,ýeee,!sry analyst, and engineering are Integral part!;
of the sonair problem, and distinct fromnth
51coustic and nceanostrapftlr a
rv:;
he
LHS 2-5 programn involved a nrielor study Is, sonar vebi,I'ls ar~d platform, since thvsv we,
the limiting factors in thc perf',rniancs' of Ihe L"tE 2 5 .y;,ns
DETECTION EQUIPMENT
Where is 1(t.d surfarte channel txtstt., pre~sently develope~d ds'oi-tvtit equipmenJt Is
4.dequai-.provideda suitable choIct- of Vuwni and frequency is made for the Sonar. Thpt
kombihtiation can be arranged In a coer-eniesst equipment at 19ii;i. 3Jl!ntfwicnt increases In
range were nsot
-blt1 "'4.lith the bitS 2-5 over 10 ke witth the LIIS 1-10, 0.isi leads
to the conclusion that the LiOS 1-10 is adequate frduct 'mcaim.Th<- hoice of 10 kc Is
not hitemded to bie Indicative that 10 kc is, the op~isuss frequtrsey. hsut nilv that lur surfare-c
bo~unded ducts the LHtS 1-10 sonar is a good systeni. ý fi paths otner tints strface-buunded
ducts, othei frequencies mnight be, better.
The 5-Sc experience indicated that when an acoustic path existed. and when the transducer was placed tn this acoustic path, fairly long detection ra4nges (20 to 25 kSvd)could be
oltained with the LRS 2-5 stoar. 1This conclusion is borne out by the tauulation 0! detection Observationsi (see Table 2). The prediction of the occurrence of plmlts is then of prime
importance. This occurrence may be preenicrd an a probability wtth the two jiaraincters
geog raph~c location and tiblne of the vear.
TOWING (MAR

Thter handling gear caused no substantial delays, the preliminary engineering and its'
shakedown tests provided the means to design and preroce adequate and reliable auxiliarles.
elenirat to yield to Labormatury development asso design was the catie, The advances

)
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in designing a satisfactory tow cable have now reached the point where it is possible to
make a c',ble capable of towing the 1-kc transducer with3ut being subject to vibrational
failures.
The towed system was employed as the platform for many reasons. rhe towed sonar
equipment of the LRS 2-5 system was design-d prinmarily as a convenient and economical
means of placing the transducer in the water. Tlse transducer and the mechanism apsoelated with I. for training and tilting were ýJ such a size that a conventional hull-mounzed
installation was precluded primairily because of dry-d6cking difficultics. The Aife of the
towed Wody in the name wa) .. de installation on a destroye'-type ship out ot the question;
thin resulted in the choice of an LSM as the vehicle. On such a ship there was no problem
of space availability and weight and movement compensation. Further, choice in sonar
ndepth can be an advantage, and a towed ayatein, when successful, can provide the mens
obtain this flexibility (3). With the improvements in cal-le design and construction which
are being pursued in connection with the LRIS 3-1 program, the advantages of a fotwed. surface ship sonar may be tested and realized.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are drawn as a conhequcnce of the rosee :ch so tar described.
0 Both in -esearch in underwater 2cousties and in operational performance, consideration must be given to the entire ensemble of sonar, vulhicle, and platform.
*There are three necessary elements In sonar detection, the existence of an
acoustic path, a stnar system to exploit the path, and a reliable vehicle to transport the
sonar to the path, The third factor is at least as important as the first two and has been
largely overlooked os taken fpr granted In the past.
*Sonar denign is sufficiently far advanced to permit o.,wto build and use efficiently
very large transducers.
$The sonar equipment (consistinK of the tray'ioucer and its associated electronics)
is wt the limitir,, factor in o n'iar detection. The vehicle and the medium are the limiting
.Where a good vhannel ex,1ts, presently develo|pd detert •onequipment is adequatc
t) dei•ect iarget4i in that duct out to 25 kyd.
HECOMMENDATIONs
It to therefore reoommended that
*Rc•earch te cnducted on the most suitable combination of vehicle and platform
for rltible delivery of jhc n:;.2r Pouipment to the various acaustic paths.
*Hesearch on towing apd cabte design be conducted. This research should be conducted as a project in itself, and not as a part n" i .Onar preJect.
*Oceanographlc research be conducted on the existerr-: and probability of occurrence of acoustic paths In addition to the four lited in Chapter 1.
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AP.PýýNDIX A
DFTAILED PiiE LMINAQRY ANALYSLI
DSTINOUISHING PARAMETER
In Ref. 3,* it was found conventeit to use the expression E. as a ftgnL';van*t cracttrlactAia ,uo.r sys'em. 1 Iwithout subscript) was defined as the excess in decibels
of the echo level ovcx the jev•,l required lor 50-percent probability of detection. The
quantity El ts defined as the hfpothetical echo excess at a target range of I yd. The two
terms are related by the equation
E

E,-

losses.

At1)

At the range at which the los.es ecqual E, , E vanishes. At that range, tere is a 50percent probability of detectton.
The delineation of E, is contained in the following equation.
E;, ý (1

T)

-

4

(A2)

whe re
intensity at I yd fro•

the source

T

target stringth

N

oni

A

direhl'c-'Yvlv index at rercpthm.
rcý, gntti; ,,0
d
rff,tial, i.e., the tatit, of

6

i

idcit-ect ina! nwise in a one- 'ycle
tsuod

:,ýp~twO*,
X
ivJ 1

e |in a one-cyiec band omt

the transducer
of detection.

iU)i

i
50-per'eet probabilitv

The value ut E, as a characteristic function lies in the fact that it takes into account
the radiation capabilities ot the equpnient (1, and N), the conditions under which ii will
be used (T and N), and the effectiveness of the signal-processing auxiliaries (6).
ACOUSTIC PATHS
Four paths, described in Ret. 3, are as follows:
I.

The surface-Lounded duct

2.

The reflection via the bottom

3.

The skip path

t.

The submergci duct.

"*••h

z :he
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in the I.RS 1- 10 program, the surface -bounded duct was frequently fout'd and ua5ed extensively. A lew echoces were obtained by means of the bottoot-reftected path. None was
observed in the I.1st two categories, except shallow submerged ducts, as produced by the
afternoon effect.
in the LHS 2-5 program, attention was focutied on the first three paths. When submerged ducts are deeper than 150 ft. they cannot be used, since the depth of submergence
of the transducer is limited ito that depth. This consequently limits observation to shallow
submerged ducts.
EQt1wMPIENTI CIIARACTEisS~rlCS AN4D PERFORMANCE
With the above considerations in mind, the effectiveress of the 5-Ite equipment was
Ivsaved in term. f~
"
vnegine wahthc
wicti would be exploited. Onl the basti of experiencegaied iththeLHS 1- 10, confidence was felt that a ,,ysteni could be designed and
built with tocreased power, Increased transducer size, anid improved signal-processing
oevices. Ri was thought that a system with an E, of 192 db could be built althoughi ill tile
very early plans an E, of 205 db was 4rntl; ipajed.
PXNQE ESThIMATFS
To vistimuate tie ranges which this eqUipoIrI1 kIJu'i Yllied. the atoistic lratht; and ls
,oefliclents at 6 kc rcl-;,ted to these paths need to be estimtated. TI.t, absorptin,
obtained from Hpf. 14.1s equal to 0.1 dbAyd at ThVF. The leakage coeffic'ien o
from Ref. 15, is equal to 0.83 db)Pyd. The toss at bottom reflection t-annot now be estimlated
quantitatively, but past experienve indicate:; that the reltection coefficient is a !tiocttjnof
frequency and grazing angle. Thle best that can be said at this tile is that the I)Atornreflection i,)sscs at 5 kc should be~ less than at 10 1w.
The round-tr ip losses in channels were given lin lit.f 3 bvythe equaltionv
21~-

40 Ing (101TI)

20 'og ii

2

('s)-

.I ;lt,

(A31

where Riis the range fin kiloyards and L is the one-way transmission ios:-- At-suoting
2L -192 dib tE, a range of 25 kyds ,hould be obtailled il goodi surface cl~annpls. In,
tsttoun-reiiecied path-; tt is estimated that betier ranges than at tt0 kv should be obtained.
The losses at skip pa""s of 35 mites are given empirically lw
2L -33 log 1000

*

'13 log, (70N) , 2'- 0 f7')NI.

(44)

where N 1, 2., 3...the
number of skip zones. When conditions ste as good as this,
reception from the first skip zone should be possible.
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1. Reference (a) is a report on the research and development of the 5-kilocycle
active sonar, one of the phases in the reduction of the operating frequency of active
sonars following World War II. The major frequency of sonars during World War II
was 25 kHz. The research and development at NRL following the war progressed to
10 kHz, 5 kHz, and 2 kHz. This report includes the design of the system and at-sea
test results.
2.

This technology and equipment of reference (a) have long been superseded. The

current value of this report is historical.
3. Based on the above, it is recommended that reference (a) be declassified with no
restrictions.
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